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She elected to use an anonymous sperm donor but, another 37 years later, the daughter that these visits would produce wanted to learn about the other side of her gene pool. Roberta Voss ... "I want Dr ...
Woman Accuses Fertility Doctor of Secretly Using His Own Sperm
For most kids, summer break means vacations, trips to the pool, and hanging out with their friends. But for some, like New Market’s Sydney “Syd the Kid” Meenen, summer will ...
Make-A-Wish: ‘Syd the Kid’ Meenen
so your gene pool is reduced to people with ‘ugly’ traits.” She then illustrated how this would explain why I chose such an abusive partner before (and knowingly stayed with him for almost ...
Interabled sex and the city
There are no answers that will fit every situation ... You don't want to diminish breed diversity by eliminating quality dogs from the gene pool because they are carriers. As each breeder tests and ...
Breeding Strategies for the Management of Genetic Disorders
By identifying gene products whose knockdown is associated with phenotypic changes, large-scale RNA-mediated interference screens have demonstrated previously unknown components of biological pathways ...
RNAi screening: tips and techniques
Whether your father is dead or alive, you will turn to him, now and then, looking not so much into a gene pool or for a deep ... get it all from.” But the answer lay in the annals of historical ...
My father’s fictions
The zoo has been attempting to breed the species, among the most endangered big cats in the world, for several years as part of conservation efforts ...
Amur Leopard Ajax at Santa Barbara Zoo Is Pregnant and Expected to Give Birth This Summer
The organisation's primary focus is on expanding the gene pool of endangered species ... For Revive & Restore, the answer is a very long way back indeed – right back to the Ice Age.
Rewilding is a high-tech solution to saving endangered species
Nearly 50 years later, the search continues for Ellabeth Lodermeier’s remains. The only suspect in her disappearance is dead, but her friends and family want to bring her home.
Bringing Ellabeth home
In the largest study of companion dogs ever performed, the goal is to understand why some dogs—like some people—age well, and others do not.
Can helping dogs live longer unlock the secrets of human aging?
Her family is still looking for answers as to why she was killed ... that Guillen had reported to her work station in the motor pool that morning. Martin said she went to the arms room, where ...
Vanessa Guillen's fiance speaks out in 1st national TV interview since her death: 'They failed us'
The latest video news, investigative reports, interviews and original series from NowThis. NowThis is the #1 video news brand in social media today.
ExxonMobil Pursues Algae Biofuel as a Renewable Energy Future
A broader gene pool helps to ensure a saner pet ... “Aren’t you going to answer your door?” Whereupon we would dismissively say, “Nah, it’s just the dog.” The second situation would ...
From the Editorial Board: Pit bulls
They used this technology stack to build a comprehensive genealogical profile of Beth Doe. In the meantime, a man named Luis Colon, Jr., was wondering what happened to his father’s sister, Evelyn. No ...
Revolutionizing Forensics with Illumina’s Next-Generation Sequencing Technology
Given who certain members of his family are, it seems that Charlie Brewer playing quarterback was preordained. Will he be the Utes' No. 1 this fall?
Charlie Brewer was destined to play quarterback. Is he destined to be the Utes’ starting QB this fall?
While none felt certain of their answers, most seemed to agree that the ... found that poor drainage in the pool deck caused “major structural damage” to the concrete slab below.
From cracked slabs to offshore blast: What probe into Surfside condo collapse might look at
But it takes far longer than that to see the effects of some interventions that can significantly contribute to people’s health, like gene therapy ... into a giant risk pool and investment ...
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